Abstract-Cooperative network localization plays an important role in wireless sensor network (WSN), wherein neighboring sensor nodes will help each other to calibrate their locations. However, due to the dynamic wireless propagation environment and different surroundings, the measurement accuracy at different network nodes is different and varies over time. In this paper, the uncertainties in both measurement accuracy and reference node locations are considered to account for the impact of different surrounding environments and the initial node location errors on the cooperative network localization. A mean-field variational inference-based positioning (VIP) algorithm is proposed for cooperative network localization. The mechanism of the proposed VIP algorithm, the convergence properties, implementation complexity, and the parallel implementation structure are presented to show that the VIP algorithm provides an effective mechanism to incorporate and share the localization information among all network nodes for an improved localization performance. Finally, a concise Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRLB) is derived to reveal the principle of localization error propagation. It is disclosed that the localization error propagation principle is similar to the Ohm's Law in circuit theory, which provides a new insight into the impact of the measurement accuracy, the reference node location errors and the number of reference nodes on the cooperative network localization performance.
INTRODUCTION
W IRELESS sensor network (WSN)-based cooperative localization is an effective solution to enable the location-aware services, such as location-aware security [1] , [2] , warehousing management, environmental monitoring and shopping mall navigation, which revolutionize the way people search, locate and navigate the points of interest inside buildings [3] , [4] .
Since the global positioning system (GPS) signal is usually unavailable in indoor environments [5] , [6] , it is of practical importance to explore the dedicated WSN-based cooperative localization, where various measurement signals can be used, such as received signal strength (RSS) [7] , time of arrival (TOA) [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] and angle of arrival (AOA) [12] . However, there are several technical challenges still remaining for the wireless network localization. First, the localization cooperation with neighboring nodes is required due to the limited number of anchor nodes in the network. The reference node locations are inaccurate, owing to errors in their initial location acquisitions. Hence, the reference node location uncertainties are critical issues to be considered in practical cooperative localization. Second, the measurement accuracies associated with different reference nodes are different, due to their different surrounding environments, device orientations, strengths of thermal noises and levels of shadow fading. 1 Moreover, in a dynamic environment (such as the shopping mall crowded with moving people), the measurement accuracy varies over time, and its real value is thus difficult to obtain. Hence, the measurement accuracies of different reference nodes are no longer identical, deterministic and known. In this case, a hyperprior model is needed to characterize the randomness of nondeterministic measurement accuracy. Consequently, in order to achieve optimal performance, both reference node location error and measurement accuracy randomness should be considered in cooperative localization.
A multitude of localization schemes have been proposed with different measurement data (e.g., node connectivity [6] , multihop number [15] , [16] , AOA [12] , TOA [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , time difference of arrival [17] , frequency difference of arrival [18] , gain ratios of arrival and range differences of arrival [19] ), under various constraints (e.g., the reference node 1 . Here, the measurement accuracy is defined as the statistical distribution precision of additive measurement errors, i.e., the inverse of the measurement error covariance [13] , [14] , based on the statistical theory. location errors [20] , [21] and radio wave measurement [6] ) in different scenarios (e.g., underwater [22] , indoor [23] , outdoor [24] , dynamic tracking [25] and acoustic environment [26] ). For example, the reference node location error was studied in [20] and [21] , where the importance sampling and expectation-maximization-based positioning methods were proposed respectively to deal with the anchor node location errors. The corresponding Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRLB) was derived in [20] to quantify the impact of reference node location errors. The CRLB associated with gain ratios of arrival in conjunction with range differences of arrival was analyzed in [19] to study the effect of reference node location errors. A multihop localization scheme based on the evidence theory was proposed in [15] to deal with the errors in the reference node locations. The effect of reference node location errors was also analysed in [18] , wherein the time and frequency difference of arrival measurements were utilized to perform the source localization. In [27] , the performance limits of the RSS-based and the node connectivity-based localization were investigated to clarify which strategy should be employed, and to find out the optimal threshold for confirming the connectivity of two network nodes. There are other methods, such as the variational message passing [28] , optimization methods [29] , belief propagation [30] , which can be employed to enable accurate localization in the presence of the reference node location errors. However, almost all of them assume the statistical precision parameters of measurement signal errors at different nodes are identical, deterministic and known. 2 Harnessing the randomness of statistical measurement accuracy is crucial not only for the analysis of localization performance, but also for the development of efficient localization algorithm.
In this paper, we assume the measurement accuracy of different node pairs is nondeterministic. We use a Wishart density, which is the conjugate priori of the precision of a Gaussian variable, to characterize the nondeterministic measurement accuracy. The Gaussian density is employed to model the errors in the initial node locations. On this basis, a mean-field variational inference-based positioning (VIP) scheme is developed to share the measurement data and prior location information among all network nodes for localization performance enhancement. Moreover, a concise CRLB is derived to reveal the principle of localization error propagation. The impact of reference node location errors and the measurement accuracy on the localization performance is also analyzed. It is disclosed that, the error propagation mechanism resembles the Ohm's Law in circuit theory, which provides a new insight into the impacts of the measurement accuracy, the reference node location errors and the number of reference nodes on the localization performance. The proposed VIP algorithm is applied to the RSS-based network localization, due to its model simplicity and popular accessibility to WSNs.
The contributions of this paper are two-fold.
A mean-field VIP scheme is proposed for cooperative network localization, accounting for both the measurement accuracy randomness and the reference node location errors. The VIP scheme can reap further performance benefits from the global localization cooperation (i.e., sharing of measurement data and priori location information among all network nodes) and the variational messages propagation within the associated Markov Blanket variables. A concise CRLB is derived to reveal the localization error propagation mechanism. In addition, the impact of the number of reference nodes, the reference node location errors and the measurement accuracies are asymptotically analyzed to show how these dependent factors dominate the cooperative localization performance. It indicates the performance limits for a localization algorithm. Moreover, the theoretical analysis results can guide the algorithm design to strike a balance between localization performance and implementation overhead. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the system model and the problem concerned. A mean-field VIP algorithm is proposed in Section 3. The performance limits of VIP are analysed in Section 4. Simulation and experiment results are presented in Sections 5 and 6, respectively. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.
SYSTEM MODEL

WSN Model
We consider a static WSN, as shown in Fig. 1 , where all sensor nodes are assumed to be uniformly distributed inside the deployment area and the total number of sensor nodes is assumed to be M. In addition, there are only inaccurate nodes (no anchors) inside the whole area, and all sensor nodes are supposed to be localized with the cooperation of other nodes. We assume that, all sensor node locations are inaccurate due to errors in acquisition of their initial locations. The true (but unknown) location of the ith sensor node is denoted by a D-dimensional column vector s i , while the coarse location (inaccurate location with a precision U i ) recorded by the ith sensor node is denoted by m m i . The coarse location m m i and precision U i are recorded by the sensor node and will be reported to the objective node (the node to be located). In general, the true location s i is modeled as a Gaussian distribution with the center m m i and the Fig. 1 . Illustration of the WSN deployment. Those nodes inside sensing range r s around s i , form the reference node cluster fs j j8j 2 C i g.
2.
We use "measurement accuracy" to stand for "statistical precision parameters of measurement signal error" thereafter for brevity purpose, whenever there is no confusion. precision U i , namely, 3 [31] 
where we assume sensor location precision U i is independent with each other. The location uncertainty is defined as the inverse of the location precision matrix U i . Considering the localization of sensor node s i (the objective node), we assume s i is within the sensing range r s of M i nearby nodes (reference nodes), and we define the index set of these reference nodes as
where the symbol k k 2 denotes the ' 2 -norm on a vector. Hence, we have the set cardinal number jC i j ¼ M i .
Measurement Model
The general measurement model of cooperative wireless localization can be given by
where z i;j denotes the associated measurement from s j to s i , and i;j denotes the additive measurement noise. In particular, hðs i ; s j Þ is defined as the measurement function, which depends on the distance ks i À s j k 2 (rangebased methods) [32] , the angle ffðs i ; s j Þ (direction-based methods) [33] or the connectivity cðs i ; s j Þ [27] of two nodes.
In this paper, the following analysis is valid for the TOA, AOA and particularly the RSS-based localization [11] , [12] , [7] , [25] , where the associated measurement function hðs i ; s j Þ can be specified, respectively, as [32] ,
wherein f ¼ P T À L 0 þ 10 g log 10 d 0 and P T is the transmit power, L 0 denotes the path loss associated with the reference distance d 0 , g denotes the path loss exponent [36] . In addition, ½x k stands for the kth (k ¼ 1; 2) element of a two dimensional vector x, and ' j stands for the direction of the antenna main lobe. Unless otherwise stated, we use hðs i ; s j Þ to denote the general range-based measurement function. The measurement error i;j is generally modeled as a zero-mean Gaussian noise, i.e., i;j $ N i;j j 0; w i;j À Á , where w i;j is defined as the measurement precision (or accuracy). In practice, the precision of different measurement noise is different due to different levels of shadowing, different device orientation and different obstructions [37] . In addition, due to the dynamic surrounding environment (such as the shopping mall crowded with moving people), the measurement precision w i;j changes over time and it is difficult to obtain its exact value. Hence, we assume the measurement precision w i;j associated with different node pairs ðs i ; s j Þ is nondeterministic and unknown.
Hence, a hyperpriori model is needed to characterize the randomness of nondeterministic measurement precision w i;j . In Bayesian statistics, the Wishart density is the conjugate priori of the precision of a Gaussian distribution, thus it can be used to characterize the hyperpriori of the precision parameter of a Gaussian variable [38] , [39] . It can not only facilitate the associated theoretical analysis, but also guarantee a reasonable assumption that the priori distribution and the posteriori distribution of measurement precision fall in the same distribution family [40] . The Wishart density is also commonly assumed for the precision of a Gaussian variable, for instance in [41] , [42] . In this paper, we also apply the Wishart density to model w i;j , i.e., w i;j $ Wðw i;j jW; cÞ; 8j 2 C i and 8i ¼ 1 : M;
where the positive scalar W denotes its scale and c denotes its degree of freedom (DoF). This model is validated by real experiments presented in Section 5 (see Fig. 10a ). Note that, this model subsumes the case where the measurement precision w i;j is deterministic and known, when cW 2 ! 0.
Problem Formulation
Given each network node's coarse location m m i , precision U i and its measurement z i;j , 8j 2 C i ; 8i ¼ 1 : M, the task is to localize all network node positions and reveal the localization performance limits, using limited state information of measurement precision w i;j .
ALGORITHM DESIGN
In this section, by exploiting the underlying statistics of both sensor node locations and measurement precisions, a meanfield VIP algorithm is developed.
Statistical Model
Prior to presenting algorithm details, the objective function and some variable definitions are introduced at first. Let c c i ¼ vec ½s j 8j2C i be the cluster of reference nodes, where vec½ j 8j2C i yields a column vector stacked by all components f j : 8j 2 C i g. The measurements of node s i from C i are stacked as z i ¼ vec ½z i;j 8j2C i . We define a measurement precision vector as v v i ¼ vec ½w i;j 8j2C i . Considering the localization of senor node s i (also called the objective node), we define the associated complement variable as a a i ¼ ½s
, which incorporates all nondeterministic variables associated with localization of s i . Meanwhile, let a a n i denote the nth individual variable in the complete variable fa a i g.
Consequently, assuming the measurements conditioned on a a i are mutually independent, the likelihood distribution associated with a a i is specified as
3. Although we assume no anchor in the deployment area, the anchor node location can also be characterized by Eq. (1) when the location precision U i approaches infinity. Hence, this location model subsumes the case with anchor node(s).
4. For the TOA-based localization, we have considered the case that, the non-light-of-sight signal can be identified and removed by the identification methods [6] , [34] and its positive ranging error can also be mitigated [35] . The network timer is also assumed to be synchronized.
5. For the AOA-based localization (see Eq. (6)), we assume the scenario is in a two-dimensional Euclid space, i.e., D ¼ 2.
Hence, the posteriori distribution of a a i is cast as
where / denotes the left is proportional to the right. In particular, the posteriori distribution associated with senor node location s i is marginalized as
where e s i is defined as the complementary variable set of s i , i.e., e s i ¼ a a i n s i , by introducing set partition fa a i g ¼ fs i ; e s i g. The localization of node s i in terms of either minimum mean squared error or maximum posteriori density is based on the above marginalized posteriori pðs i jz i Þ. However, due to the nonlinear measurement function hðs i ; s j Þ and nondeterministic measurement precision w i;j , there is no closedform expression of pðs i jz i Þ, (i.e., it can not be calculated out with limited amount of common operations and functions [43] ), which complicates the localization realization. Hence, we resort to the variational Bayesian inference (VBI) method [44] to solve this problem.
Theoretical Basis
Considering the intractable posteriori pðs i jz i Þ, 8i ¼ 1 : M, we use a set of another distributions fqða a ðnÞ i Þj8a a ðnÞ i 2 a a i g to approximate the complete variable-associated posteriori pða a ðnÞ i jz i Þ, such that the Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD) between the joint density qða a i Þ and the objective posteriori density pða a i jz i Þ is minimized. 6 The utilized KLD metric is defined as [44] 
where qða a i Þ is assumed to be factorized as [44] 
where qðs i Þ stands for the approximation to the individual posteriori pðs i jz i Þ, and so are qðs j Þ and qðw i;j Þ. Based on the mean-field VBI theory, the optimal variational approximation qða a n i Þ of each individual variable a a n i , 8a a n i 2 fa a i g, is finally derived as qða a n i Þ / exp ln p a a n i ; Bða a
where hgða a n i Þi a a n i ¼ R gða a n i Þqða a n i Þ da a n i , and Bða a n i Þ stands for the Markov blanket (MB) [48] associated with variable a a n i , 8a a n i 2 fa a i g, which can be specified as
Then, based on Eq. (12), each variational approximation qðs i Þ and qðw i;j Þ to the corresponding posteriori pðs i jz i Þ and pðw i;j jz i Þ, respectively, can be iteratively calculated in parallel and gradually converge, as addressed below.
Algorithm Formulation
At each VBI iteration of the VIP algorithm, when deriving qða a n i Þ we assume other approximations qða a m i Þ, 8m 6 ¼ n, are determined. Based on the mean-field VBI method, the variational approximations in VIP are updated as follows.
Update of qðs i Þ about Sensor Node Location
We first consider the update of node s i , 8i ¼ 1 : M. According to Eq. (12), given qðs j Þ and qðw i;j Þ, 8j 2 C i , the variational distribution qðs i Þ is approximated by a variational particle set fs 
where N s denotes the number of particles, and d denotes the Dirac function. In addition, s ðtÞ i stands for the supporting point of particle, which is drawn from its priori pðs i Þ, i.e., (20)). A simple notation hw i;j i is used in (17) to stand for hw i;j i w i;j , when the two variables involved in the operator h i are the same. Please see Appendix A, available online, for the detailed derivation.
We can find out that, each particle s ðkÞ j of reference node s j carries variational message P i ðs ðkÞ j Þ. All these variational messages fP i ðs ðkÞ j Þg 8k¼1:Ns8j2C i carried by different particles of different reference nodes jointly enhance the location confidence qðs i Þ of objective node s i . In addition, at each VBI iteration associated with each node, all particle weights f} ðtÞ i j8t ¼ 1 : N s g can be updated in parallel (see more details in Section 3.5.2).
Given the variational particles derived as above, the sensor location and the associated location precision can be determined, according to an asymptotic minimum mean squared error criterion, as below 6 . There are a multitude of other methods to find the approximation of a complicated posteriori density function, such as Monte Carlo sampling [20] , [45] , unscented transformation [46] , Laplace approximation [47] and linearization [45] .
Namely, in addition to the node location estimation b s i , the location precision b U i can also be iteratively updated. As for the approximation update qðs j Þ associated with the reference node s j , 8j 2 C i , it is equivalent to the update of qðs i Þ in (15) , where the approximate distribution qðs j Þ is derived by integrating the posterior information (e.g., qðs i Þ and qðw i;j Þ) propagated from its MB Bðs j Þ.
In fact, the VIP algorithm combines both the variational inference and importance sampling to deduce the complicated posteriori distribution pðs i jz i Þ, and to enable a feasible network localization scheme, which is different from the traditional particle-assisted approximation method, e.g., the localization scheme in [20] . The variational iterations can gradually improve the particle efficiency with low approximation error (see Section 3.5.1 for more details).
Update of qðw i;j Þ about Measurement Precision
We now formulate the update of approximate posteriori qðw i;j Þ. Assuming qðs i Þ and qðs j Þ, 8i ¼ 1 : M and 8j 2 C i , have been determined in the previous iteration, the approximate distribution qðw i;j Þ can be derived as the following Wishart density (see Appendix B, available online, for the details): Hence, the nondeterministic measurement precision can be updated as its posteriori expectation in the following way:
which is also referred to as its asymptotic minimum mean square error estimation, i.e., b w i;j ¼ w i;j .
Algorithm Realization
The VIP scheme can be performed not only in a centralized computation center (i.e., a centralized localization manner) but also by each individual sensor node (i.e., a distributed localization manner). For a centralized localization strategy, once all the measurement data and priori information of network node locations are gathered, the computation center can act on the global data (measurements, variational message, node location information) to localize network nodes in parallel (see Section 3.5.2). On the other hand, for a distributed localization strategy, each sensor node s i can derive its own location through exchanging the variational message fP i ðs ðkÞ j Þj8k ¼ 1 : N s g with its nearby nodes fs j j8j 2 C i g only. Of course, in such a strategy, each node should be provisioned with sufficient hardware to afford the VIP calculation. The algorithm complexity will be discussed in Section 3.5.4).
Once obtaining fP i ðs ðkÞ j Þj8k ¼ 1 : N s ; 8j 2 C i g, the VIP algorithm can iteratively identify b s i , even with nondeterministic measurement precision w i;j . The other nondeterministic parameters (i.e., U i and w i;j ) can also be updated with decreasing errors, leading to more accurate network localization. The pseudo-code description of the proposed VIP scheme is presented in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1. The Proposed VIP Scheme
Input: m m i ; U i ; z i;j ; 8j 2 C i and 8i ¼ 1 : M. 
Algorithm Characteristics
In order to clearly present the mechanism of the proposed VIP algorithm, we have the following formulation.
Message Propagation
We can see from Eq. (17) that, in the VIP algorithm, by incorporating qðs j Þ and qðw i;j Þ, 8j 2 C i , (which converge to pðs j jz i Þ and pðw i;j jz i Þ, respectively), the particle set fs ðkÞ i ; } ðkÞ i j8k ¼ 1 : N s g yields a more and more closer approximation to pðs i jz i Þ by using qðs i Þ. As a result, the approximation error of particle set fs 
where the particle set fs ðmÞ j ; } ðmÞ j j8m ¼ 1 : N s g approximates the priori pðs j Þ, and fw ðnÞ i;j ; ' ðnÞ i;j j8n ¼ 1 : N s g approximates the priori pðw i;j Þ, 8j 2 C i . Namely, there is just the priori rather than the posteriori information of s j and w i;j propagated into the localization of node s i . Hence, the particle approximation involved in the VIP algorithm is more efficient than that in the traditional importance-sampling method.
On the other hand, by incorporating the variational message fP i ðs ðtÞ j Þj8t ¼ 1 : N s g from reference node s j , 8j 2 C i (which can also incorporate variational message fP j ðs ðtÞ k Þj 8t ¼ 1 : N s g from its own reference node s k , 8k 2 C j ), the node s i can integrate the localization information from the remote node s k , k = 2 C i , that falls out of its reference cluster, as shown in Fig. 2 . In such a case, the mutual measurement information of all sensor nodes can be globally shared among the whole network. However, the traditional importance-sampling method (e.g., [20] ) only incorporates the associated local priori information of pðs j Þ and pðw i;j Þ, 8j 2 C i , from its reference cluster.
Hence, the proposed VIP scheme gains further localization accuracy from both the global localization information propagation among network nodes and the variational message exchange with the associated MB variables.
Parallel Structure
The calculation steps 7 and 8 of the VIP algorithm can be performed in parallel when iteratively deducing each approximate distribution qða a m i Þ, 8a a m i 2 fa a i g. Consequently, in the VIP algorithm, the parallel calculations can be performed as follows. (i) All node locations s i and the measurement precisions w i;j , 8j 2 C i , 8 i ¼ 1 : M, can be deduced in parallel, through exchanging the associated variational information; (ii) At each VBI iteration of each node location, all weights f} ðtÞ i j8t ¼ 1 : N s g of its variational particle set can also be updated in parallel (see (17) ); (iii) For the update of a particle weight } ðtÞ i of a node s i , all variational messages fP i ðs ðtÞ j Þg 8t¼1:Ns8j2C i propagate from its reference nodes fs j : 8j 2 C i g can be calculated in parallel, as shown in Fig. 3 .
VIP Convergence
Generally, the variational inference estimator converges to a saddle point. If the localization system is unbiased, the VIPbased location estimation can converge to the true location asymptotically. The convergence properties of variational Bayesian approximation method are studied in [49] , which states that the variational inference-based unbiased estimation will locally converge to the true value almost surely when the measurement sample size is sufficiently large. In lights of this, the variational inference-based approximation error will approach zero, when the number of variational particles and measurement samples approach infinity. Moreover, the associated localization error is asymptotically Gaussian [49] .
On the other hand, in our VIP algorithm, the variational approximation qða a n i Þ, 8a a n i 2 fa a i g, is chosen to minimize the KLD distance D KL ½qða a i Þjjpða a i jz i Þ in (10), we then have that
KL ½qða a i Þjjpða a i jz i Þ, where D ð'Þ KL ½qða a i Þjjpða a i jz i Þ denotes the associated KLD at the 'th variational iteration. Hence, for each iteration the KLD is monotonically non-increasing. Once the proposed VIP method reaches a set of fixed distributions fqða a n i Þ : 8a a n i 2 fa a i gg, the variational distribution qða a i Þ minimizes D KL ½qða a i Þjjpða a i jz i Þ. As a result, the VIP algorithm can make fqða a n i Þ : 8a a n i 2 fa a i gg as close as possible to pða a i jz i Þ, till it finally converges. The VIP algorithm converges typically after six iterations.
Computational Complexity
For the localization of one node, the VIP algorithm's computational complexity scales with OðM i N 2 s T Þ, where T is the iteration number such that the VIP algorithm converges. As mentioned earlier, all system variables and variational particles in the VIP algorithm can be calculated in parallel. Hence, in one parallel processing unit, the practical computational overhead is reduced to OðT Þ, meanwhile M i N In addition to complexity and convergence, there are other localization performance metrics, such as CRLB, robustness, scalability and cost, where the CRLB is commonly used to benchmark the localization precision, which is defined as the inverse of a Fisher Information Matrix (FIM) [50] .
In this section, we first present a full FIM associated with the localization system, which holds all statistical inference information of all nondeterministic variables (such as node location variables s i , s j and measurement accuracy w i;j ). Based on this result, the node location estimation-based CRLB is then obtained to evaluate the VIP-based localization performance. Finally, we perform a CRLB analysis and find the asymptotic performance limits over the size of reference node location error and the number of reference nodes.
Full FIM
Consider the localization of sensor node s i , whose complete variable (that incorporates all the associated nondeterministic variables) is denoted as a a i (see its definition in Section 3.1). The full FIM associated with the Bayesian estimation (BE) of complete variable a a i is expressed as [50] ,
where r a a i ;a a > i ðÞ denotes a second order derivative with respect to a a i , E z i ;a a i fg denotes the expectation with respect to distribution pðz i ; a a i Þ, J J a a i MLE is the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE)-based FIM, and J J a a i P is the priori FIM.
Assuming the variables are priori independent, the BEbased FIM can be structured as Eq. (26) 
I I s j ;s j MLE ¼ hA i;j ; 8j 2 C i ;
I I s j ;s k MLE ¼ 0 ðDÂDÞ ; 8j; k 2 C i and j 6 ¼ k;
and other information vector I I s k ;w i;j MLE ; 8j; k 6 ¼ i are not included here, since they will multiply with all-zero information metric I I s i ;w i;j MLE (see Eqs. (32) and (40)). In addition, h stands for the measurement precision expectation,
and A i;j denotes the measurement resolution factor, which is specified as (based on the specific measurement choices) 
where the vector v i;j in the AOA case (supposing the dimensions of location space are D ¼ 2) is defined as
The measurement resolution factor A i;j indicates the capability that the localization algorithm precisely recognizes the location difference, given a certain measurement change. 
Moreover, by letting I I
VIP-Associated FIM
We now focus on the estimation of s i over nuisance parameters s j and fw i;j j8j 2 C i g. 
Based on (29), (30), (31), (32), (33), (34) , and (35), we have (see Appendix F, available online)
where H H i;j is defined as the equivalent measurement information from s j accounting for its location uncertainty, while hA i;j corresponds to the crude measurement information without considering the reference location uncertainty. Based on Eq. (41), the localization performance depends on the measurement size, the independent reference source size jC i j, the priori accuracy U i and U j , the measurement resolution A i;j and the measurement precision. In addition, considering the randomness of measurement precision, the final VIP error bound only depends on the measurement precision's expectation, as shown in Eq. (41) . Even so, when one assumes the measurement precision of all nodes is fixed at its expectation (if its expectation could be known beforehand somehow), the corresponding localization method will lose certain performance, just as the traditional localization methods did. Namely, capturing the statistics of measurement precision will gain further performance.
As shown in Eq. (41), each crude measurement information hA i;j (neglecting the reference node location error) gathers measurement precision expectation h and measurement resolution A i;j . The measurement resolution A i;j indicates the discrimination ability of the corresponding localization method, while the inverse of measurement precision expectation h implies how seriously the measurement noises blur the location estimation.
In addition, due to the reference node location errors fU À1 j : 8j 2 C i g, the final localization accuracy is reduced with P
Moreover, measurement information from each reference node is degraded from hA i;j to H H i;j . Thereafter, all these weakened measurement information P Furthermore, we can see that all the involved localization information ðfhA i;j ; U j : 8j 2 C i g and U i Þ propagates spatially like the Ohm's Law in circuit theory. As shown in Fig. 4 , for the localization of node s i , the crude measurement information hA i;j and location precision U j of one reference node s j can be deemed as resistances connected in parallel, forming the equivalent measurement information H H i;j (i.e.,
, where R 1 stands for the equivalent resistance of two parallel-connected resistances R 1;1 and R 1;2 ); these equivalent measurement information fH H i;j : 8 j 2 C i g from all reference nodes and its priori location precision U i propagate like the resistances connected in series (resistance summation), forming the final localization information J J s i BE of node s i .
CRLB Analysis
On the other hand, the mean square error of the VIP-based localization is lower bounded by its CRLB B B s i BE as follows:
where trðÞ denotes the matrix trace. Considering node location uncertainties in the cooperative localization, a natural question arises: Does a reference node contribute to localizing the objective node even though its location is inaccurate? By introducing B B s i BE ðM i Þ to denote the CRLB of node s i , associated with M i reference nodes, we have the following proposition. Proposition 1. Assume the current reference cluster size is M i , and give one more reference sensor s M i þ1 with location precision U M i þ1 , then the CRLB satisfies
Proof. Since both U M i þ1 and hA i;M i þ1 are positive, the above inequality can be directly derived from Eq. (41). t u Proposition 1 implies that, even if the location precision of a node is very poor, incorporating this node into reference cluster can still statistically improve the localization accuracy. Namely, there still exists useful information from those location-precision-limited nodes for network localization.
We define U 0 i ¼ : maxfU j : kU j k 2 ; 8j 2 C i g and U
00
i ¼ min fU j : kU j k 2 ; 8j 2 C i g, in which k k 2 denotes the HilbertSchmidt norm for squared matrix. We have lim
where
Based on Proposition 1 we further know that, the associated CRLB reduces with the increase of reference cluster size, despite node location errors. Another question arises. What is the limit of CRLB with infinitely large reference cluster?
Proposition 2. When all network nodes are randomly and uniformly distributed inside the deployment area, the localization accuracy scales linearly with the reference cluster sizes (keeping a fixed sensing range r s ), namely,
where H H ¼ ððhL LÞ À1 þ U À1 Þ À1 denotes the expectation of equivalent measurement information H H i;j , in a long-term averaging sense. L L and U stand for the expectation of A i;j and U j , respectively.
Proof. Please see the proof in Appendix G, available online. t u
We can see from Eq. (47) that
Namely, although all node locations are not accurate, the positioning error (in terms of root mean squared error (RMSE)) tends to be arbitrarily small, at the rate of Oðð ffiffiffiffiffi M p Þ À1 Þ, when the reference cluster size is sufficiently large.
NUMERICAL SIMULATION
Simulation Settings
Numerical simulation results are presented herein to show various performance of the VIP-based localization.
We consider a static WSN deployed in an R½m Â R½m squared area, where R denotes the width of the deployment area. We assume there are only inaccurate sensor nodes (no accurate anchor node) uniformly deployed inside the area.
First, in order to examine the impacts of dependent factors, e.g., the shadow fading, reference cluster size M i and reference node location errors on the VIP performance, Scenarios A1-A3 in Table 1 are simulated, respectively, where only RSS measurement is used (assuming g ¼ 3 and f ¼ 50). The conclusions obtained can be applied to the TOA and AOA-based localization.
Second, Scenario B in Table 2 is considered to demonstrate the convergence properties of the VIP scheme, where the measurement is specified as RSS data as well.
Third, Scenario C in Table 2 (where RSS, TOA and AOA measurement data are considered respectively) is simulated to compare the proposed VIP algorithm with other localization algorithms, including importance samplingbased positioning (ISP) [20] , mulihop-aided particle swarm optimization (PSO)-based localization [51] , weighted least square-based positioning (WLSP) [52] , expectation-maximisation-based positioning (EMP) [21] , second-order cone programming (SOCP) method [53] , semi-definite programming (SDP)-based approach [54] , adaptive simulated annealing (ASA)-assisted maximum likelihood localization [55] , auxiliary variables-assisted total least square-based positioning (TLSP) [56] .
In Scenario C, the localization algorithms utilized in different cases of RSS, TOA and AOA measurements are listed in Table 3 . In the case of AOA, we assume the direction of antenna main lobe to be ' i ¼ 90 o , 8i ¼ 1 : 200. It is assumed that the number of particles employed in VIP, ISP and PSO methods is N s ¼ 50. A total of 10 3 simulations are performed. We use the root mean squared error metric to assess the localization performance, which is defined as
Influence of Various Dependent Factors
In this part, the asymptotic localization RMSEs over reference node location precision, shadow fading and the number of reference node number, respectively, are presented to reveal their effects on the proposed VIP-based localization performance.
Reference Node Location Precision U j
In order to evaluate the VIP performance over different levels of reference node location uncertainties, Scenario A1 is y Here, I represents the identity matrix. z The precision of reference node location is assumed to be U j $ WðU j j1=100I; 10Þ, 8j 2 C i , i ¼ 1 : M.
TABLE 2 Scenarios B and C
B (RSS)
In Scenarios B and C, we assume the precision of initial node location to be U i $ WðU i j1=100I; 10Þ, 8i ¼ 1 : 200, and assume R ¼ 100, r s ¼ 20. [20] , WLSP [52] , ASA [55] , TLSP [56] simulated, where we assume the reference node location precision U j , 8j 2 C i , varies from 10 À2 I to 10 4 I, whereas the objective node location precision is fixed at U i ¼ 1=10I.
Other simulation settings are given in Table 1 . Fig. 5 shows the obtained RMSE versus reference node location precision. The dashed curve and dash-dot curve stand for the CRLB and its asymptotic limit ðJ J
(see Eq. (46)), respectively. It is shown that, with the increase in the reference node location precision, the obtained RMSE monotonically decreases.
Due to the mechanism to handle the nondeterministic measurement accuracy and reference node errors, the proposed VIP algorithm can get close to its CRLB. However, there is also a little gap from its CRLB, in particular with large reference node location errors. This gap mainly comes from (i) the inevitable approximation error of its variational particles and (ii) the inherent gap due to the possible bias, nonlinear or non-Gaussian characteristics of the RSS-based location estimator.
Moreover, the VIP-based localization error and its CRLB reach, at best, the lower limit J J s i 1 1 À Á À1 , when the reference location precisions become sufficiently large.
Fading Parameters
The scale parameter W and the associated DoF c jointly indicate how randomly the measurement noise varies. In order to assess the performance of the proposed VIP algorithm over different levels of shadow fading, Scenario A2 is considered in this simulation. The corresponding simulation settings are given in Table 1 .
The achieved RMSEs of the VIP algorithm and its CRLB over different deep-shadow-fading environments are shown in Fig. 6 . One can see that the VIP error is close to its CRLB. When the scale W and the DoF c increases, the uncertainty of measurement precision decreases, which leads to the reduced RMSE.
On the other hand, Table 4 presents the VIP errors and its CRLB over different shadow fading, wherein the measurement precision expectation Wc is fixed, while c and W vary. As shown in Table 4 , the VIP errors are almost invariant in different scenarios, wherein the expectation is set to be Wc ¼ 80=1;500 while c ¼ 60 : 100. Moreover, the same conclusion holds for its CRLB in this case, i.e., the VIP scheme and its CRLB are only dependent on the expectation of measurement precision.
Reference Cluster Size M i
In this simulation, we consider Scenario A3, where M i is assumed to range from 3 to 100 (while keeping the sensing range r s ¼ 20), to evaluate its impact on network localization. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 7 . Other simulation settings are given in Table 1 .
We can see from Fig. 7a that, the localization information J J s i BE scales linearly with the reference cluster size M i , which complies with Proposition 2. Hence, we can expect B B s i BE ! 0 as M i ! 1. The ISP scheme does not reach the CRLB, due to its limited particle representation efficiency.
Convergence of VIP
According to the framework of the VIP scheme, the node location s i , location precision U i , and the measurement precision w i;j can be calibrated iteratively at the same time, through propagating the variational message.
In this simulation, Scenario B in Table 2 is considered to examine the convergence property of VIP algorithm, in terms of both the estimation error of node location b s i and the calibration error of nondeterministic measurement precision b w i;j . The convergence behavior of VIP localization error and measurement precision calibration error over different levels of shadowing are shown in Figs. 8a and 8b, respectively. The associated simulation settings are given in Table 2 .
As shown in Fig. 8a , the VIP-based localization error can converge to a lower value, which benefits from the global propagation of variational message, at each VIP iteration (see Eq. (17)). A similar convergence behaviour can be found for calibration error of b w i;j in Fig. 8b . Hence, under the VIP framework, the nondeterministic parameters (w i;j and U i ) can be iteratively calibrated with decreasing errors from the given network measurements, which yields a more accurate network localization.
Localization Accuracy Comparison
In this part, the proposed VIP algorithm is compared with several existing localization methods, e.g., ISP [20] , ESP [21] , PSO [51] , WLSP [52] , SOCP [53] , SDP [54] , ASA [55] and TLSP [56] in Scenario C, where RSS, TOA and AOA data are considered, to demonstrate its localization accuracy.
The simulation settings are summarized in Table 2 . The localization methods corresponding to different measurement choices are introduced in Table 3 . The achieved RMSEs of different localization methods with various measurement data are presented in Table 5 .
As shown in Table 5 , the proposed VIP scheme outperforms the localization methods mentioned above in all RSS, TOA and AOA cases due to its ability to exploit (i) the underlying statistics of random measurement accuracy & inaccurate node locations and (ii) the global information inside network measurements & prior location information.
In addition, each of the ISP, PSO and EMP methods fails to reach the CRLB, due to the limited representation efficiency of particles. In contrast, the VIP method can iteratively improve the representation efficiency of variational particles to reduce the approximation error, by exploiting the further knowledge via variational information exchange among nondeterministic variables (e.g., fs i ; s j ; w i;j j8j 2 C i g).
The other methods like WLSP, SOCP, SDP, ASA, TLSP also fail to reach the CRLB, and there is localization performance loss compared with the proposed VIP method in all RSS, TOA and AOA cases, due to (i) the lack of mechanism to capture the random measurement accuracy & reference node uncertainty, and (ii) the failure in exploiting global knowledge inside priori location information fm m i ; U i j 8i ¼ 1 : Mg and measurement data fz i;j j8j 2 C i ; 8i ¼ 1 : Mg.
PRACTICAL EXPERIMENT
Experiment Setup
In order to capture the statistical distribution of realistic measurement precision w i;j in dynamic environments and to verify the VIP algorithm, we conduct a practical experiment in a static WSN.
The experiment area is a 9½m Â 6½m Â 2:8½m (indoor) lab at Southwest Jiaotong University, which is illustrated in Fig. 9a . We only consider the RSS measurement in this experiment, and the conclusions in the following can be easily extended to the TOA and AOA-based localization. Each sensor node is equipped with an IEEE 802.15.4 ZigBee Module operating at 2.4 GHz. A prototype of sensor node is presented in Fig. 9b . The sensing range of each sensor node is about r s ¼ 20½m in an indoor environment.
All RSS data between distinct sensor nodes are collected and read out by a gateway connected to a laptop computer, as shown in Fig. 9a . The deployment area of this experiment is crowded with students with normal walking speed, which is consistent with a typical dynamic situation in shopping mall and central business district. y In each binary array ð; Þ, the first number stands for the achieved RMSE of the corresponding localization method, and the second number denotes the corresponding CRLB. $ This symbol denotes the corresponding localization method is not included in the simulation associated with the corresponding measurement data.
Wishart Priori Model
In order to verify the Wishart hyperpriori model of measurement precision w i;j assumed in Eq. (7), in this part, a realistic experiment in aforementioned dynamic indoor environment with random walking students is performed. In this experiment, for each node pair ðs i ; s j Þ, a total of 3 Â 10 4 RSS measurements z i;j are collected to calculate the measurement precision w i;j , and a total of 10 5 measurement precision w i;j from different node pairs are calculated to count its statistical distribution. 7 The associated probability density function of RSS measurement precision w i;j is shown in Fig. 10a . We can see that the RSS measurement precisions w i;j of different sensor node pairs can be approximately described by a Wishart distribution of c ¼ 3 and W ¼ 1=350. The randomness of w i;j stems mainly from four reasons: (i) different situations of the measurement links for different node pairs ðs i ; s j Þ, (ii) dynamic wireless environments, (iii) different hardware condition leading to different strength of thermal noises, and (iv) different device orientation.
We can also notice that, there still exists a small gap between the statistical distribution and the matched Wishart density. Based on the Large Number Law and Central Limit Theorem, this gap will be dismissed when the measurement sampling size is sufficiently large.
Practical Localization Errors
We compared the proposed VIP scheme with other localization methods, such as ISP algorithm [20] , mulihopaided PSO method [51] , rigid transformation-based positioning (RTP) [57] and dynamic circle expanding-based positioning (DCEP) [58] , to reveal the VIP-based localization performance against these typical algorithms in the same scenario.
As shown in Fig. 10b , the VIP-based localization outperforms other algorithms, due to the benefit from variational message propagation and harnessing of the nondeterministic measurement precision. The ISP algorithm loses localization accuracy since it fails to exploit posteriori information of reference node locations fs j : 8j 2 C i g and the nondeterministic measurement precision fw i;j : 8j 2 C i g, and so are other methods such as RTP and PSO. In addition, since the RTP method is a statisticalindependent algorithm, it is very sensitive to the measurement noise intensity. The same problem remains in the DCEP method. Also, since the RTP method highly depends on the rigid geometry among network nodes, it works well in a dense network.
In addition, when the objective function is seriously nonconvex owing to shadowing and nonlinear measurement function, the final solution of PSO is not sufficiently stable, which requires a large amount of searching particles. In particular, the PSO algorithm is highly dependent on the initial particle deployment and the weighting strategy of its particles, thus an optimal weighting method based on the statistical knowledge is necessary, as in the VIP algorithm. On the other hand, the VIP algorithm requires a proper importance sampling function to improve its representation efficiency of particles.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we investigate the cooperative network localization in WSNs, in the presence of sensor node location errors and nondeterministic measurement accuracy. We exploit the statistical information of these two nondeterministic factors to develop a mean-field VIP scheme to localize all network nodes in parallel. The proposed VIP algorithm can reap more potentials not only from the global localization information propagation among network nodes, but also from the variational message sharing among the MB variables.
In addition, a concise CRLB of the VIP scheme is derived to unveil the impact of those two nondeterministic factors on the achievable localization performance. In particular, it discloses that, the priori information U i , the measurement precision h, the measurement resolution A i;j and the reference location precisions U j propagate like the Ohm's Law in circuit theory (see Fig. 4 ). It is shown that the degradation owing to either the Fig. 9 . An illustration of the WSN layout and a prototype of sensor node employed in the practical experiments. Fig. 10 . Statistical probability distribution of measurement precision w i;j (subfigure (a)) and the resulting localization errors (subfigure (b)).
7.
We employ w i;j ¼ Efðz i;j À z i;j Þ À2 g to count the statistical measurement precision in experiments, where z i;j denotes the average. measurement uncertainty or the reference node location uncertainty can effectively be reduced through the global network node localization cooperation with more network measurements. The proposed VIP scheme and its performance analysis can subsume the traditional localization issue as a special case wherein the measurement precision is deterministic and known. Furthermore, we have the following conclusions.
When the measurement accuracies of network nodes are nondeterministic, the VIP error bound depends on its expectation only. The final localization accuracy scales linearly with the reference cluster size. If the reference cluster size is sufficiently large, the localization error can be made arbitrarily small in theory. Incorporating one more node with inaccurate initial location into the associated reference cluster can still statistically improve localization accuracy for an unbiased localization system. The emphasis of our work in this paper is on the cooperative localization algorithm design in adverse environments with significant uncertainties and on the associated localization error propagation mechanism. In the near future, the pros and cons of different cooperative localization schemes in more practical scenarios will be studied to explicitly address the localization competitions, in terms of the localization accuracy, the implementation complexity, the required signaling basis and other related technical issues. Moreover, the cooperative localization in more diverse and dynamical environments, for instance, shopping mall, railway station, underground parking, will be tested in the near future to provide further practical evidence. The presented VIP algorithm is generic and widely applicable, we would like to test the cooperative localization in AOA and TOA scenarios as follow-up work in the future.
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